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Abstract

This thesis investigates two significant problems in control and coordination of com-

plex teleoperation systems as they relate to the operation of a mobile robotic ma-

nipulator. The first part of the thesis focuses on the design of a control framework

to resolve kinematic redundancy in teleoperation of a mobile robotic manipulator.

Apart from the redundancy, workspace considerations for the operator and robot and

asymmetry of master and slave systems pose significant design challenges in such

telerobotic systems . The second part of the thesis considers psychophysical aspects

of teleoperation from the operator’s perspective. This part presents a method for au-

tomatic optimal positioning of a single camera for a remotely navigated mobile robot

in systems with a controllable camera platform. In each part, a constrained optimiza-

tion problem is formulated and solved in real time. The solution of these optimization

problems are integrated seamlessly into the teleoperation control framework in order

to assist the operator in accomplishing the main task. The proposed control frame-

work in the first part allows the operator to concentrate on the manipulation task

while the mobile base and arm joint configurations are automatically optimized ac-

cording to the needs of the task. Autonomous control subtasks are defined to guide

the base and the arms towards this optimal configuration while the operator teleop-

erates the end-effector(s) of the mobile arm(s). The teleoperation and autonomous
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control tasks have adjustable relative priorities set by the system designer. The work

in the second part enables the operator to focus mainly on navigation and manip-

ulation while the camera viewpoint is automatically adjusted. The workspace and

motion limits of the camera system and the location of the obstacles are taken into

consideration in camera view planning. A head tracking system enables the oper-

ator to use his/her head movements as an extra control input to guide the camera

placement, if and when necessary. Both proposed controllers have been implemented

and evaluated in teleoperation experiments and user studies. The results of these

experiments confirm the effectiveness of these controllers and demonstrate significant

improvements compared to other existing controllers from the literature included in

the studies.
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Notation and abbreviations

SMSS Single-Master/Single-Slave

DOM Degrees Of Mobility

DOF Degrees Of Freedom

HMI Human Machine Interface

SQP Sequential Quadratic Programming

GPS Global Positioning System

HMD Head Mounted Display

TCF Teleoperation Control Frame

RFF Robot’s Fixed Frame

RPF Robot’s Pinned Frame

MF Master’s Frame

IHA Integrated Haptic Actuator

TCT Task Completion Time

LSD Least Significant Difference

ANOVA ANalysis Of VAriance

SEM Standard Error of the Mean
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The term teleoperation, which literally translates into operating at a distance, is

defined by Hokayem and Spong (2006) as the means which “extends the human capa-

bility to manipulating objects remotely”. Early applications of teleoperation emerged

during 1950’s and 1960’s in space, underwater, and nuclear environments mainly be-

cause of the physical risk to the human life in those fields (Ferre et al., 2007; Sheridan,

1989). Since then, experts in many other fields have used telerobotic systems in ap-

plications such as live-power line maintenance, hazardous material handling, mining,

military operations, and search and rescue missions to increase the safety of human

operators and to reduce their cost. Apart from safety and cost, telerobotic systems

have been recently utilized to improve the capabilities and performance of humans

in difficult tasks such as robotic-assisted surgery (Talamini et al., 2003), nano-scale

object manipulation (Sitti et al., 2003), and education and training (Maŕın et al.,

2003)

Traditionally, the only feedback the operator used to get from the remote envi-

ronment had been a single video feed. Over the years, researchers have added various
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other forms of feedback to the human interface. As for the visual interfaces, setups

have been developed which use multi cameras instead of one. Furthermore, active

vision systems in which the operator can control the camera have been used in many

teleoperation systems. Other types of cameras such as stereo vision cameras and

thermal cameras have also been utilized to give the operator additional information

from the remote environment. Besides vision, audio and haptic interfaces have also

been integrated to the human interface to engage more senses from the operator in

the teleoperation task.

Haptic interfaces have been the subject of the majority of research in the teleop-

eration literature. From this point of view, teleoperation systems could be generally

categorized as unilateral or bilateral. In unilateral teleoperation, the goal is for the

remote robot (slave) to mimic the operator’s controlling device (master) movements.

In these systems, the information flow is one-directional from the master to the slave.

In bilateral teleoperation, the additional goal is to reflect the forces between the slave

robot and the environment back to the operator. To this end, contact position and/or

force between the slave robot and the environment are measured and sent back to

the master side. The master robot controller converts these information to mechan-

ical signals and conveys them to the operator via a back-drivable master robot, also

known as a haptic interface. The addition of the force feedback gives the operator

the sensation of being present in the environment and handling the slave robot di-

rectly, which is referred to as telepresence in the literature. According to Hokayem

and Spong (2006), the main goal of a teleoperation system is to achieve stability

and telepresence. Fig. 1.1 shows a teleoperation setup with multiple haptic devices,

multiple displays, and a gesture recognition device on the master side and a mobile
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manipulator in the remote environment. Different components of this system are

going to be further discussed later in this chapter.

Communication 

Channel 

 

Haptic Devices 

Gesture 

Recognition Device 

Displays 

Operator Slave Robot 

Mobile Manipulator 

Environment 

Figure 1.1: A modern teleoperation setup. Different components of the teleoperation
system are marked.

1.1 Motivation

The most conventional teleoperation scenario studied in the literature is symmetric

single-master/single-slave (SMSS) case in which the master and slave robots are sim-

ilar to each other and have the same degrees-of-mobility (DOM). The diagram in

Fig. 1.2 shows the basic elements of such system and how they interact with each

other. Considering the symmetric SMSS architecture has allowed the researchers to

focus on developing low-level bilateral teleoperation controls to achieve stability and

transparency. The state of the art in this particular aspect of teleoperation control is

quite advanced. In reality, however, most practical applications of teleoperation often

involve complicated task scenarios and requirements that are beyond capabilities of

symmetric SMSS. The challenging nature of some of these tasks requires complicated

teleoperation architectures involving multiple master and/or slave robots (Sirouspour,
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2005), dissimilar master and slave robots with kinematically redundant (Siciliano,

1990) or deficient (Romano et al., 2007) slave robots.

Operator
Master 
Device

Communication 
Channel

Environment

Force

Position

Slave Device

Force

Position

Force

Position

Force

Position

Figure 1.2: Block diagram of a symmetric SMSS teleoperation system. The master
and slave blocks contain the respective device and its controller.

Apart from the individual complexities of master and slave devices, there are

also other factors that contribute to the complexity of a teleoperation system as a

whole. Existence of delay in the communication medium is one of the well known

issues in stability of a bilateral teleoperation system (Shahdi and Sirouspour, 2009).

Besides destabilizing the system, time delay also affects the operator performance as

well (Corde Lane et al., 2002). In a comprehensive survey of the literature, Chen

et al. (2007) claim that there are many aspects of a teleoperation system, related to

the Human Machine Interface (HMI), which could significantly affect the performance

of the operator. Vision is the most important feedback the operator receives from

the environment, and hence the majority of HMI design criteria are vision related.

These include the field of view of the camera(s) used, positioning and control of the

camera(s), depth perception from the video feed, motion of the camera, and quality

of the video feed e.g. frame per second and resolution. Other issues related to HMI

design include the use of audio and tactile displays, and also utilizing voice and gesture

inputs.

Based on the above discussion, significant design issues for practical teleoperation

systems beyond bilateral teleoperation control in symmetric SMSS can be categorized

as
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• Complexities arising from a large number of degrees of motion and kinematic

dissimilarity/reduncy in master and slave robots e.g. see Fig. 1.3a. These lead

to challenges in developing effective human-in-the-loop control strategies that

involve a mixture of operator control and autonomous control.

• Providing effective visual feedback from the task environment to enhance oper-

ator’s situation awareness and reduce his/her cognitive load. e.g. see Fig. 1.3b.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: A complex teleoperation system in McMaster University involving: (a)
An 8-DOM mobile manipulator. (b) An active camera vision system.

Traditionally, the operator has been responsible for handling every aspect of tele-

operation including all the complexities discussed above. In order to reduce the

workload of the operator, some of these tasks could become automated so that the

operator can concentrate on the more important aspects of teleoperation such as ma-

nipulation or navigation, instead of doing supplementary tasks, e.g., repositioning of

camera or controlling redundant DOM of a slave robot.
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1.2 Problem Statement and Thesis Contributions

Mobile manipulators are popular in many practical teleoperation applications such

as nuclear/hazardous material handling, military operations, and search and rescue

missions. Mounting one or two articulated arms on a mobile base vastly increase their

reachable workspace, making them effective for operation in such environments. This

thesis is concerned with the design of effective control and human machine interface

strategies in teleoperation of mobile robotic manipulators. It specifically studies two

major aspects of this challenging system design problem as briefly discussed below.

1.2.1 Semi-autonomous Control for Redundancy Resolution

in Teleoperation of a Mobile Manipulator

While mounting a manipulator on a mobile base significantly increases its capabilities,

it also makes its control challenging, whether using autonomous or teleoperation

control. The integration of the base with the manipulator adds extra DOM creating

a kinematically redundant robotic system. Teleoperation of such mobile manipulators

is complicated by such redundancies and asymmetry in master/slave kinematics and

workspace coverage.

Malysz (2011) has developed a general teleoperation framework which allows any

arbitrary number of master and slave robots with potentially different DOM to be

coordinated. The framework also involves up to three layers of autonomous control

subtasks with different levels of priorities with respect to the teleoperation task; au-

tonomous tasks can be of higher priority, weighted shared priority or lower priority.

The work in this thesis employs this general framework for teleoperation of a mobile
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manipulator. It defines autonomous control subtasks which attempt to move the mo-

bile base and the arm(s) to a desired optimal configuration. Instead of projecting the

optimal configuration to the null-space of the teleoperation task, as is done previously

(see Chapter 2 for a review of literature on this subject), autonomous subtasks have

weighted shared priority with the teleoperation task in the proposed approach.

In formulating a constrained optimization problem, the objective is to keep the

arm(s) joint positions in their mid-range and avoid singular configurations. This

must be achieved while respecting the nonholonomic constraint on the motion of the

base and by not affecting the position of the arm(s) end-effector(s) in a fixed global

frame. The function of autonomous control subtasks is to guide the base and arms

to the optimal configuration obtained from solving the optimization problem at each

time step. A dynamic taskspace weighting matrix adjusts the relative dominance of

the teleoperation and the autonomous configuration control subtasks. This yields a

control strategy that at one extreme would strictly enforce the optimal configuration

and at the other extreme would project the optimal configuration into the null-space

of the teleoperation task. While the proposed formulation assumes a mobile base

with nonholonomic motion constraint, it can be easily extended to a case without

such constraint.

The optimization problem is solved in real time using sequential quadratic pro-

gramming (SQP) explained in Boggs and Tolle (1995). The controller is also imple-

mented and successfully tested on a mobile manipulator. Furthermore, human factor

studies are conducted using two different camera viewpoints which will show the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed architecture and will reveal advantages and disadvantages

of using each viewpoint.
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1.2.2 Autonomous Viewpoint Planning in Teleoperation of a

Mobile Robot

Video feed is arguably the primary source of information for the operator during

a teleoperation task. The camera viewpoint can profoundly affect the operator’s

situation awareness and perception of the task environment. A clear occlusion-free

view of the environment that provides sufficient details about the task elements can

help the operator carry it out in a shorter time with greater accuracy, fewer mistakes,

and reduced mental load. Yanco and Drury (2004) report that operators may spend

up to 30% of their time trying to maintain situation awareness through the video

feed and consequently ignore almost all other feedback channels in teleoperation.

The vital role of visual feedback in enhancing situation awareness in teleoperation

tasks e.g., see (Murphy and Burke, 2005) motivates the development of systematic

methods for selecting camera viewpoint in teleoperation of robotic manipulators in

order to facilitate task execution and reduce the operator’s cognitive load.

This thesis focuses on the development of a new control strategy for camera posi-

tioning in teleoperation of mobile robots. The control approach is based on a model-

predictive optimization philosophy that takes into account performance objectives,

operational constraints, and user commands via natural HMI to control the operator

viewpoint. The proposed approach assumes that the camera viewpoint is controllable

via a separate mechanism from the mobile robot. This could be a stationary robotic

arm, a mobile ground or aerial vehicle, a gantry system, or a secondary arm mounted

on the mobile robot itself. Camera positioning via stationary arms and gantry sys-

tems is feasible in controlled environments such as in teleoperation for nuclear waste

handling, or robotic manufacturing applications. In underwater teleoperation or in

8
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tele-robotic search and rescue, the camera position can be controlled via a second

arm on the mobile robot, or by mounting it on another mobile robot/vehicle. While

in this thesis a gantry system is considered for camera positioning, the methodology

presented here is general and can be expanded into other types of camera positioning

systems.

A constrained optimization problem is formulated and solved to predict an op-

timal camera configuration for a fixed time frame into future, and design a smooth

trajectory for the camera to reach there in time. This optimization-based approach

considers workspace and velocity limitations of the camera system in finding the de-

sired configuration and its corresponding trajectory. It also takes into account any

stationary obstacle in the workspace to avoid occlusion of the operator’s view by the

obstacle, both at the end of the camera’s movement and in its path to the desired

configuration. Moreover, head tracking inputs are integrated into the optimization

problem to give the operator an intuitive way to guide the camera to a particular

configuration without using his/her hands or being distracted from the main teleop-

eration task, if needed.

This optimization problem is also solved in real time using SQP methods. The

viewpoint controller is implemented and tested on an experimental setup. The results

of a teleoperation experiment and a user study comparing this approach to two other

common viewpoint control strategies indicate that the proposed viewpoint controller

works as expected and significantly better than a number of previous strategies from

the literature.
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the

control of mobile manipulators and kinematically redundant robots and also design

of teleoperation HMI with emphasize on different camera configurations and con-

trol methods. Chapter 3 briefly reviews the control framework proposed by Malysz

(2011). It provides the reader with useful background information on the control

approach and the terminology, which are extensively utilized in the Chapter 4. Semi-

autonomous control of mobile robots is addressed in Chapter 4. This chapter presents

the optimization problem formulation and how its solution is integrated into the gen-

eral control framework of Chapter 3. Experimental results and a human factor study

with the proposed control strategy are discussed at the end of this chapter. Au-

tonomous viewpoint planning is investigated in Chapter 5 where the optimization

problem formulation and the results of experiment and user study with the proposed

camera view planner are presented. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 6 with a

discussion about possible directions for future work.

1.4 Related Publication

Rahnamaei, S. and Sirouspour, S. (2013). Automatic viewpoint planning in tele-

operation of a mobile robot. Submitted for publication to IEEE Transactions on

Cybernetics.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section briefly visits the concept

of using autonomous subtasks in order to reduce the complexities of a teleoperation

system from the operator’s perspective. The second section reviews prior work in

autonomous and teleoperation control of mobile manipulators. Since a mobile ma-

nipulator is considered as a general redundant robot in this thesis, control of such

robotic devices are also included in the review. The third section gives an overview

of previous research in HMI design for teleoperation systems. Different viewpoint

selections and control methods used in teleoperation tasks are reviewed and the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of each one are discussed. The section continues with a

review of alternative HMI designs and natural control methods utilized in teleoper-

ation systems. A few examples of studies in image stabilization systems and their

applications in teleoperation systems are also provided towards the end of the last

section.

11
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2.1 Incorporating Autonomous Subtasks in Tele-

operation Systems

The idea of defining autonomous subtasks in order to make teleoperation easier for

the operator has been considered before. There is an abundance of studies in the

literature where an autonomous subtask has been defined to control the redundant

DOM of the slave robot. Some of these studies are mentioned in the next section.

Beside from redundancy resolution, autonomous subtasks have been used to guaran-

tee safety in many teleoperation systems as well as to assist the operator in many

difficult tasks. Abbott et al. (2007) introduced two types of “virtual fixtures”; guid-

ance virtual fixtures are used to assist the operator in moving on desired paths, and

forbidden-region virtual fixtures are defined to repel the operator from certain areas

of the workspace. Funda et al. (1996) formulated an optimization problem in order to

impose constraints on some particular movements of a teleoperated surgical robot, and

maintain the best possible tracking as well. Sanchez et al. (2002) used virtual springs

to push the operator away from singular configurations of the master and slave robots

in bilateral teleoperation. Another popular application of autonomous assistance in

teleoperation is obstacle avoidance for mobile robots (Diolaiti and Melchiorri, 2002).

Lee et al. (2005) conducted user studies in both virtual and real environments and

showed the effectiveness of assistive controllers in reducing the number of collisions.

12
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2.2 Control of Mobile Manipulators and Kinemat-

ically Redundant Robots

Prior work on control of mobile manipulators can be categorized as autonomous con-

trol and teleoperation control of these devices. Although the approaches for resolving

redundancy of such robots have been similar in both categories, it is worthwhile to

review studies from both perspectives.

2.2.1 Autonomous Motion Control

Nagatani et al. (2002) used two independent controllers for the base and the manip-

ulator to control a mobile manipulator drawing large shapes on a wall. Although the

controllers are independent, they have to communicate with each other in order to

carry out the task successfully. In order to control a mobile manipulator with impre-

cise locomotion, Shin et al. (2003) proposed a system in which the base only moves

discretely when the desired trajectory reaches out of the workspace of the manipula-

tor. The solution provided by Arimoto et al. (2005) only utilizes a virtual spring and

damper in the task-space to control the motion of a human-like 7 degrees of freedom

(DOF) robotic arm.

Although these approaches provide a simple solution for control of mobile manip-

ulators, they do not utilize the potentially beneficial attributes of a redundant robot.

A more popular approach used by many researchers is to utilize the extra DOM to

optimize some user-defined criterion by moving the robot in the null-space of the

redundant kinematics. Using this approach, Khatib (1999) minimized the deviation

from the mid-range joint position of the manipulator. Similarly, Shimizu et al. (2008)

13
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used the extra DOM in a 7 DOM manipulator to avoid joint limits. Seraji (1998)

also proposed a general framework for any kind of configuration control within the

null-space of the redundant robot kinematics. The reader is also referred to Nakan-

ishi et al. (2005), where the authors implement and test various existing redundancy

resolution algorithms on a 7 DOF anthropomorphic robot arm under the influence

of modelling errors and sensory noise. In conclusion, they suggest that simplified

controllers are more robust, hence perform better when applied to complex robots

where modelling errors are inevitable. In particular, they highlight the performance

of a simplified variation of the acceleration-based controller provided in Hsu et al.

(1989) as the best.

2.2.2 Teleoperation Control

In teleoperation systems, the operator usually controls the motion of one point on

the slave robot, called the end effector, via the master robot. Having a kinematically

redundant slave robot means that it can maintain the particular end effector posi-

tion (and orientation), set by the operator, with infinite internal configurations. The

challenge is to uniquely determine the joint configuration of the slave robot without

asking the operator to control it directly. In teleoperation systems, similar to auto-

matically controlled systems, redundant robots are used to increase dexterity, avoid

collisions, etc.

Goel et al. (2003) utilized kinematically redundant manipulators in failure tolerant

teleoperation; they specifically studied the case of joint “locking up” for a 3 DOF re-

dundant manipulator. Dai and Li (2010) developed a teleoperation motion controller

for an 8-DOM mobile manipulator while the end-effector’s workspace was confined
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by a secondary task. Buss et al. (2007) developed a multi-modal telepresence sys-

tem which allows dexterous free space motion for the operator; this motion is then

used to control the base separately. Frejek and Nokleby (2013) proposed an algo-

rithm for simplified teleoperation of mobile manipulators by autonomously moving

the base only when the manipulator becomes singular, i.e., the manipulator reaches

the boundaries of its workspace.

Similar to the work in autonomous control, many researchers have preferred to

utilize the null-space of the redundant robot to define an autonomous subtask. Nath

et al. (2008) used this idea for both master and slave redundant robots to achieve

predefined subtask objectives. Hishinuma and Nenchev (2006) imposed an additional

constraint on a redundant manipulator mounted on a flexible base in order to suppress

the base vibrations. Rubi et al. (2002) autonomously controlled motion in the null-

space of a redundant manipulator to avoid singularities and to keep the arm in the

most manipulable configuration. The same idea was used by Nanayakkara et al.

(2001) to prevent collisions in teleoperation of a 7-DOM industrial arm. Hwang

and Hannaford (1998) utilized the two redundant DOFs in a 5-DOF arm to avoid

joint limits during teleoperation. Park and Khatib (2006) exploited the extra DOM

in mobile manipulators to autonomously control the internal posture of the robot.

Malysz and Sirouspour (2011a) considered a dual-master trilateral configuration to

resolve the kinematic redundancy of a single slave teleoperation system. Instead of

prioritizing one master device over the other, this work focuses on the cooperation of

the master devices with shared priorities. The method is further generalized in Malysz

(2011), where any arbitrary number of master and slave robots and autonomous

subtasks with different priorities can be incorporated in the control framework. This
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work will be further discussed in Chapter 3 as it provides the foundation for this

thesis.

2.3 HMI Design and Viewpoint Control

The literature review on HMI design is divided into three subsections. Each of these

subsections presents one critical aspect of HMI design for teleoperation systems that

could heavily influence the operator’s ability to perform the desired task.

2.3.1 Camera Positioning and Viewpoint Selection

As mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the most important aspects of HMI

for a teleoperation system is the camera viewpoint selection. Freedman et al. (1977)

and Das et al. (1989) were among the first researchers to study and highlight the effect

of viewpoint selection on the performance of the operator. A search of the literature

reveals various strategies for camera control including fixed and controllable egocen-

tric, overhead view, exocentric, and also combinations of these viewpoints. Previous

studies have compared and contrasted egocentric and exocentric viewpoints (Olmos

et al., 2000; Hollands and Wickens, 1999; Chen et al., 2007). The emerging consensus

from this past research is that the egocentric viewpoint helps with local navigation

whereas an exocentric viewpoint usually provides the operator with greater global

situation awareness. These characteristics have led to the concept of tethered view-

point in which the camera moves with the robot, but instead of being fixed on the

body, it is placed behind and above the robot.
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Hollands and Lamb (2011) compared egocentric, tethered, and exocentric view-

points in navigation and spatial awareness within a virtual reality environment. They

concluded that the tethered view, while not the best in each individual metric, yielded

the best overall trade-off by offering combined advantages of the other two approaches.

In order to implement the idea of tethered viewpoint in a practical setting, Ricks et al.

(2004) fused information from camera images, laser range finder and sonar readings

into a single video feed to provide a tethered-like display. Keyes et al. (2006) argued

that using an overhead camera which includes the chassis of the robot in the video

feed can enhance the situation awareness. Essentially, an overhead camera is an alter-

native method to apply tethered viewpoints to teleoperation systems without using

video processing to enhance the video.

Alternatively, researchers working on robotics search and rescue systems have

attempted to overcome the shortcomings of an egocentric viewpoint by allowing the

operator to freely turn the camera (Scholtz et al., 2004). Hughes and Lewis (2005)

showed the benefits of using two views, one from a camera fixed on the robot and

another from a camera controlled by the operator, based on a study in a virtual reality

environment.

Most other approaches in controlling the viewpoint autonomously are heavily re-

liant on the model of the environment which effectively makes them unusable in real

life teleoperation situations. Brooks and McKee (2001) describe an architecture for

autonomous camera placement in a teleoperation task, but it relies on a geometric

model of the task-space, the camera positioning system, and the task itself. Fur-

thermore, there are many autonomous tracking camera controllers aimed at working

in structured environments such as classrooms for the purpose of automated lecture
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capturing, e.g., see Rui et al. (2004) and Mukhopadhyay and Smith (1999).

2.3.2 Alternative Designs and Natural Control Methods

A user-controlled camera may help the operator explore the task environment with

more flexibility. However, it would also burden him/her with extra cognitive and

manipulation load, increasing the probability of errors and mistakes. Many teleoper-

ation tasks require use of both arms, which means that the operator would have to

pause the main task and switch to a different hand-controller to adjust the viewpoint.

Even in cases that the main task could be carried out with one arm, the operator

would likely have to stop it and focus on the camera positioning task. In order to

address this problem, Cândido et al. (2008) proposed a shared control system for a

pan-tilt camera mounted on a mobile robot. In their control framework, the operator

manually sets the desired azimuth and elevation of the camera or the GPS location of

the point of interest, and the camera autonomously maintains the desired direction

or fixates on the point of interest.

Natural human-machine interfaces such as head (face) and gaze trackers allow

for hand-free control of camera viewpoint. Face tracking is already being used in

video games (Wang et al., 2006) and is set to become a turning point in the gaming

industry (Laviola, 2008). There are also examples of applications of such interfaces

in robotic teleoperation. For instance, Martins and Ventura (2009) utilized a pair of

stereo cameras along with a head mounted display (HMD) and a head tracker to let

the operator turn a robot by rotating his/her head. Fournier et al. (2011) developed

a virtual reality immersion champer called CAVE in which the operator can interact

with a 3D avatar of the robot; head tracking is employed in the CAVE to control the
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viewpoint of the operator.

Another alternative control method considered for teleoperation is eye tracking.

Mitsugami et al. (2005) proposed a system in which the operator gazes at the robot

to select it, then gazes at its desired destination in the task-space to move the robot.

Eye tracking has also been considered as computer user interface, especially for the

physically disabled (Kaufman et al., 1993). Zhu et al. (2011) used a combined gaze

and head tracking system and compared it to manual and autonomous control for the

camera viewpoint in an experimental setup mimicking a rock breaker. Their results

revealed performance advantages for the natural interface compared to manual and

autonomous control.

2.3.3 Camera Motion and Image Stabilization

As stated in Chapter 1, one of the other issues related to the video feedback which

could affect the performance of the operator is the motion of the camera. Rapid

movements of the camera can induce vibration in the video feed which is known to

cause motion sickness for the operator (Shiroma et al., 2009; Hayashi et al., 2005).

Cancelling these vibrations through image stabilization has been a subject of research

in the computer vision and teleoperation research communities for long. There are

several examples in the literature where researchers have attempted to smooth out

unwanted vibrations of the camera images in moving vehicles (Jin et al., 2000; Hsu

et al., 2007). Shiroma et al. (2009) developed a compact image stabilization system

to be used in teleoperation of small-sized humanoid robots. Hayashi et al. (2005)

proposed an image stabilization system for search and rescue robots in order to reduce

the operator’s fatigue and possibility of motion sickness. These studies emphasize the
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importance of a smooth video feedback in a teleoperation system, which is going to

be further discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Summary of the General

Teleoperation Control Framework

3.1 Overview

The general teleoperation control method of Malysz (2011) is briefly summarized in

this chapter. A conceptual block diagram of this hierarchical control strategy is given

in Fig. 3.1. This teleoperation control framework consists of four sets of high-level

teleoperation-specific subtasks on top of low-level joint velocity controllers for each

robot to ensure velocity tracking. The first set of high-level subtask(s) are related

to human-in-the-loop teleoperation control. As mentioned in the previous chapter,

any arbitrary number of master and slave robots can be incorporated in this control

framework. To this end, each master device is assigned to control one teleoperation

control frame (TCF). A TCF may involve all or a subset of the DOF of a slave

robot. The other high-level subtasks are three sets of velocity-based autonomously

controlled subtasks with different levels of priorities with respect to the teleoperation
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task. The prioritized autonomous control subtask(s) has the highest priority in the

control hierarchy and the rest of the control subtasks are projected to its null-space.

The second set of subtasks, denoted as concatenated autonomous control, usually

have the same priority as the teleoperation subtask, but their relative strength can

be adjusted via a dynamic weighting matrix. The last one is null-space autonomous

control subtask which has the least priority and is designed to control any remaining

null-space velocities.

Weighted Task-Space to Joint-Space Pseudoinversion 

Prioritized 

Autonomous 

Control 

Nullspace 

Autonomous 

Control 

Concatenated 

Autonomous 

Control 

Human 

Teleoperation 

Control 

Joint Velocity Control 

Figure 3.1: Conceptual overview of the hierarchical teleoperation control framework
proposed in Malysz (2011). The yellow boxes represent the high-level teleoperation
subtasks, and their height indicate their respective control command priority in the
teleoperation framework. (Malysz and Sirouspour, 2013)

Throughout this chapter, ẋdm and ẋds denote the teleoperation control commands

for the master and slave robots, respectively. The concatenated autonomous control

command is represented with ċd, and the other two commands are not going to be

discussed any further since they are not utilized in this thesis.
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3.2 Summary of the Control Design

This section briefly defines all the control commands in the teleoperation control

framework which are used later in Chapter 4. Note that two sets of autonomous

control commands are omitted from the framework since they are not used in this

thesis. Hence, the following presentation is a simplified version of the teleoperation

control framework in Malysz (2011).

The master and slave robot dynamics could be represented in the following non-

linear form (Sciavicco and Siciliano, 2000):

Mγ(qγ)q̈γ + Cγ(qγ, q̇γ)q̇γ +Dγ q̇γ + gγ(qγ) = τγ + JTγ (qγ)fe,γ (3.1)

where γ stands for “is”, i ∈ [1, Ns] or “jm”, j ∈ [1, Nm]; “is” and “jm” represent

the ith slave and jth master robot, respectively. Moreover, Nm and Ns are the total

number of master and slave robots, respectively. qγ is the vector of the joint variables,

τγ is the joint torques vector, fe,γ is the external user/environment force vector,

and Jγ(qγ) is a configuration-dependent Jacobian matrix mapping workspace forces

to joint-space torques. Furthermore, Mγ(qγ) and Dγ are positive definite mass and

damping matrices, Cγ(qγ, q̇γ) represents the centrifugal and Coriolis effects, and gγ(qγ)

contains position-dependent forces, e.g., gravity.

The master and slave task-space velocity signals as well as the concatenated au-

tonomous subtask (hereafter referred to as the autonomous subtask) velocity-like
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signals are defined below:

˙̄qm = J̄†m ˙̄xm (3.2)

˙̄qm , [q̇T1mq̇
T
2m · · · q̇TNmm]

T
, J̄m , [JT1mJ

T
2m · · · JTNmm]

T
, ˙̄xm , [ẋT1mẋ

T
2m · · · ẋTNmm]

T

ẋis = Jisq̇s, i ∈ [1, Ns] (3.3)

ċj = Jjcq̇s, j ∈ [1, Nc] (3.4)

where Nc is the total number of autonomous subtasks. Jis, Jjc, and Jkm (k ∈ [1, Nm])

are all Jacobian matrices which map velocities from joint-space to workspace. Fur-

thermore, the dagger † superscript indicates the generalized pseudo-inverse, defined

below for full rank matrices:

J† ,


J−1, WxJWq square and full rank

W 2
q J

T (JW 2
q J

T )−1, WxJWq fat and full rank

(JTW 2
xJ)−1JTW 2

x , WxJWq tall and full rank

(3.5)

In the above equations, J ∈ <nx×nq is a Jacobian matrix. Wq ∈ <nq×nq and

Wx ∈ <nx×nx are symmetric positive semi-definite weighting matrices in the joint-

space and task-space, respectively. Defining the following concatenated task-space

vector allows mixed autonomous/human teleoperation:

˙̄xsc =

(
˙̄xs
˙̄c

)
=

(
J̄s
J̄c

)
˙̄qs = J̄sc ˙̄qs (3.6)

˙̄c , [ċT1 ċ
T
2 · · · ċTNc ]

T
, J̄c , [JT1cJ

T
2c · · · JTNcc]

T

˙̄xs , [ẋT1sẋ
T
2s · · · ẋTNss]

T
, J̄s , [JT1sJ

T
2s · · · JTNss]

T
, ˙̄qs , [q̇T1sq̇

T
2s · · · q̇TNss]

T
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The joint-space reference signals are defined based on the task-space desired ve-

locities below:

˙̄qdm , J̄†m ˙̄xdm (3.7)

˙̄qds , J̄†sc ˙̄xdsc (3.8)

where the superscript d denotes a desired reference signal.

The task-space reference signals are designed as follows:

ẋdis ,Ai(Kihf̃im +Kif f̃is) + Λi(Kipxim − xis)+

(I − Ωi)((I − Σi) ˙̃xis + ΣiKip
˙̃xim) (3.9)

˙̄xdm =[ẋd
T

1mẋ
dT

2m · · · ẋd
T

Nxm]
T

,K̄−1
p P̄uxx [α

T
1 α

T
2 · · ·αTNx ]

T
+ K̄−1

p P̄uxc ˙̄cd + K̄−1
p P̄nxx [ξ

T
1 ξ

T
2 · · · ξTNx ]

T
(3.10)
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where

J̄scJ̄
†
sc ,P̄u =

P̄uxx P̄uxc

P̄ucx P̄ucc

 (3.11)

I − P̄u ,P̄n =

P̄nxx P̄nxc

P̄ncx P̄ncc

 (3.12)

K̄p =diag(K1pIn1x , K2pIn2x , · · · , KNxpInNx ) (3.13)

αi ,Ai(Kihf̃im +Kif f̃is) + Λi(xis −Kipxim)

+ (I − Ωi)(Σi
˙̃xis + (I − Σi)Kip

˙̃xim) (3.14)

ξi ,(I − 2Σi)(I − Ωi)(Kip
˙̃xim − ˙̃xis) + 2Λi(xis −Kipxim) (3.15)

χ̃(s) =
C

s+ C
χ(s) (3.16)

In the above equations, i ∈ [1 : Nx]; Nx is the total number of TCFs. Λi, Ωi, Σi are

positive diagonal matrices and Ai, Kip, Kif , Kih are scalar motion/force gains. More-

over, the tilde filter is defined in the frequency domain according to (3.16). Note that

the above formulation concerns high-level velocity commands. There is also a low-

level adaptive joint velocity controller in place to enforce velocity tracking (Malysz,

2011).

The block diagram in Fig. 3.2 is provided in the original work (Malysz, 2011) for

the symmetric SMSS system with concatenated autonomous control subtasks. In the

case of a kinematically redundant slave robot, the only difference is that J̄s will be a

fat matrix instead of a square matrix, which does not change the overall diagram. As

illustrated in the diagram, first, the high-level teleoperation controller defines the task-

space velocity commands, ẋdm and ẋds, in Eqs (3.9) and (3.10). Next, the autonomous
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control command, ċd, is concatenated to ẋds to form ˙̄xdsc which enables the desired

mixed autonomous/human teleoperation. Using the generalized pseudo-inverse of

the Jacobian in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), these commands are converted to joint-space

velocity commands. Note that the task-space weighting matrix, W̄xc, affects J̄†sc and

consequently P̄u and P̄n (Malysz, 2011; Malysz and Sirouspour, 2011b). Finally, the

joint-space velocity commands are fed into the low-level joint velocity controllers to

ensure velocity tracking.
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the general teleoperation control framework for the
simplified case of SMSS without prioritized and null-space autonomous subtasks.
(Malysz, 2011)

Using the above high-level teleoperation joint velocity commands combined with

suitable low-level joint velocity controllers, e.g., the adaptive controller introduced

in Malysz (2011), it can be shown that the haptic forces conveyed to the operator

satisfy:

Kihf̃im +Kif f̃is + fc = Mitẍim +Bitẋim (3.17)
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where

fc = A−1
i P̄−1

uxxP̄uxc ċ
d (3.18)

Mit = (I + P̄−1
uxxP̄nxx)A

−1
i C−1Kip (3.19)

Bit = (Ωi + P̄−1
uxxP̄nxx)A

−1
i Kip (3.20)

In (3.17), i ∈ [1 : Nx], fim and fis are the user and environment forces. fc is the

force arising from one autonomous control subtask. Moreover, Mit and Bit are the

virtual tool mass and damper matrices. Note that since the autonomous subtask has

the same priority with the teleoperation commands, the user can feel its force and

interact with it.

In order to utilize the autonomous control capabilities of this framework, one

only needs to define proper velocity-like reference signals, ċdj , and their corresponding

Jacobian, Jjc, according to equation (3.4). The present work defines these signals in

Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14) based on the solution to an optimization problem.
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Chapter 4

Semi-autonomous Control of a

Kinematically Redundant Mobile

Manipulator

In this chapter, a new controller for assistive teleoperation of a kinematically redun-

dant mobile manipulator is presented. While the combined mobile base/slave arm(s)

system is kinematically redundant, the slave arm itself is non-redundant and kinemat-

ically similar to the master arm. Our goal is to develop a controller that enables the

operator to focus on symmetric SMSS teleoperation of the manipulator arm, while the

base automatically repositions itself according to the needs of the teleoperation task.

To this end, first a constrained optimization problem is formulated. The solution to

this problem determines an optimal configuration for the mobile manipulator in the

workspace for a given manipulator end-effector position(s), controlled by the operator

through teleoperation. Next, the solution of this problem is used to define two sets

of concatenated autonomous subtask reference commands and Jacobian matrices: ċdb ,
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Jcb , ċ
d
ff , and Jcff (see Eq. (3.4)). Note that these autonomous subtasks have the

same priority as the teleoperation control commands (see Fig.3.1). Finally, the au-

tonomous subtasks are integrated into the general teleoperation control framework

of Chapter 3 to form the overall controller. Experimental results with the proposed

semi-autonomous teleoperation controller are also given in the last section of this

chapter.

4.1 Formulation of an Optimization Problem for

Redundancy Resolution

The problem formulation is based on the generic schematic in Fig. 4.1. In this figure:

• MF and WF are two coordinate frames fixed with respect to the master device

and the workspace, respectively.

• RFF is the Robot’s Fixed Frame. This coordinate frame is fixed on the mobile

robot and is used to represent variables when the operator is using the egocentric

viewpoint.

• RPF is the Robot’s Pinned Frame. The origin of this coordinate frame is fixed

on the mobile robot, but its orientation is always aligned with WF. This frame

is used to represent variables when the operator is using the bird’s eye view

camera.

• Tf is the time in which the robot is expected to reach the optimal configuration.

• Pee is the manipulator’s end effector position. Pb0 and Pb are the current and

optimal desired position of the base, respectively.
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• ∆x, ∆y, and ∆θ are relative displacements and rotation of the base from 0 to

Tf with respect to RFF at time 0.

The mobile manipulator depicted in the schematic of Fig. 4.1 has a nonholonomic

mobile base and two articulated arms mounted on top of it. Note that this is simply

one example of a mobile manipulator and the scope of this work is not restricted to

this example. In this figure, the master side also consists of two arms kinematically

similar to the ones on the mobile robot. Hence, the operator can easily teleoperate

the two arms on the mobile robot (without the base) because of the symmetric nature

of the master/slave configuration. Our goal is to reposition the base automatically so

that the operator can teleoperate the arms without getting involved in the redundancy

resolution of the whole mobile manipulator (including the base). Another challenging

aspect of the problem is that the workspace of the master device is limited but the

workspace of the mobile manipulator is potentially infinitely large. This is addressed

later in this chapter.

Fig. 4.1 depicts a scenario where the operator has stretched the arms of the mobile

manipulator near the boundaries of their workspace. In such case, the mobile base

has to move in order to enlarge the workspace of the arms; the dashed blue shape

in Fig. 4.1 represents a possible optimal configuration for the mobile manipulator

in this scenario. Once the optimal configuration is determined by the optimization

problem, autonomous subtasks in the form of (3.4) are defined and incorporated into

the general teleoperation control framework to move the base autonomously and to

guide the arms towards the optimal configuration. Finally, the high-level joint-space

velocity commands are produced using Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8).
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Figure 4.1: Top view of the robot and the master device. The solid and the dashed
blue lines represent a possible initial and optimal configurations, respectively. Vari-
ables ∆x, ∆y, ∆θ, and θ are shown in solid black while the path of the robot is
demonstrated in dashed black. The master device is also shown in red. The robot’s,
master’s, and workspace frames are shown in their respective positions. Note how
RFF and RPF are always aligned with the robot and the workspace frame, respec-
tively.
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The mobile manipulator’s desired configuration is determined by solving the op-

timization problem presented below. For certain mobile manipulators some of the

constraints might be redundant or need minor adjustments.

min
qi,∆x,∆y,∆θ

1

n

n∑
i=1

ki
qi − q̄i
Ui − Li

(4.1)

subject to

Li ≤ qi ≤ Ui (4.2)

RWF
R∗FP

R∗F
ee (q) + PWF

b = PWF
ee ∈ <3 (4.3)

O(q) = O0 ∈ <3 (4.4)

| det J(q)| ≥M, J(q) ∈ <n×n (4.5)

∆x sin ∆θ = ∆y(1 + cos ∆θ) (4.6)

The objective function (4.1) is chosen to move the arm joints as far as possible

from their limits; here qi is the ith joint angle, q̄i, Ui, and Li are the midpoint,

maximum, and minimum value of that joint angle, respectively. Moreover, ki is the

relative weight of the joint angle qi in the cost function and n is the total number of

joints whether there is one or more than one arm mounted on the mobile base.

The first constraint in (4.2) expresses the joint limitations. An important aspect

of autonomous subtask design is not to interfere with the operator teleoperation

commands. As a result, the constraints in (4.3) and (4.4) require that the mobile

robot end-effector position/orientation(s) in the workspace not change due to internal

repositioning of its base and joints. In (4.3), R ∗ F stands for either RFF or RPF.

The values with superscript R ∗ F and WF are represented in the robot’s coordinate

frame and the workspace coordinate frame, respectively (see Fig. 4.1). Furthermore,
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RWF
R∗F is the rotation matrix between the workspace and robot coordinate frames. The

constraint in (4.4) is only applicable to the cases where the operator explicitly controls

the orientation of the end effector, as well as its position. O(q) is the orientation of

the end effector in the desired configuration as a function of joint angles and O0 is

the current orientation of the end effector. These vectors are consist of a set of three

“Euler angles” which describe the orientation of the end effector using a sequence of

three elementary rotations (about x, y, or z axes) from the workspace frame.

The constraint in (4.5) is to ensure the robot arm(s) never ends up in a singular

configuration; here J(q) is the Jacobian matrix of the arm defined below, and M is a

predefined threshold.

ẋee = J(q)q̇ (4.7)

where q ∈ <n is the vector of manipulator joint variables and ẋee ∈ <n is the task-

space velocity vector of the manipulator’s end-effector. The Jacobian matrix maps

velocities from joint-space to workspace. If det J(q) = 0 the manipulator would

become singular which means it loses the ability to move in certain directions (Sci-

avicco and Siciliano, 2000). Note that for mobile manipulators with more than one

arm, constraints (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) have to be written for each arm separately.

The last constraint in (4.6) is for mobile manipulators with a nonholonomic base

robot. In such case, the three base motion variables ∆x, ∆y, and ∆θ, defined in

Fig. 4.1, are not independent of each other. Assuming constant base translational
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and angular velocities until the base reaches its optimal position, one could show:

∆x =

∫ Tf

0

v cos θdt =

∫ ∆θ

0

v

ω
cos θdθ =

v

ω
sin ∆θ (4.8)

∆y =

∫ Tf

0

v sin θdt =

∫ ∆θ

0

v

ω
sin θdθ =

v

ω
(1− cos ∆θ) (4.9)

where Tf is the time it takes for the robot to get to the optimal position and θ is the

angle between the robot and the initial heading direction of the robot i.e. initial x

direction of RFF. A simple interpretation of (4.8) and (4.9) is that the robot moves on

a circular path segment to reach its optimal configuration. Using these two equations

one could come up with the constraint in (4.6).

In most cases, this formulation will result in a nonconvex nonlinear optimization

problem. However since the problem only involves a few variables it can be easily

solved using SQP in real time. Note that the above formulation will almost always

result in one unique position for the base. In the case of a nonholonomic base, there

are three variables associated with the base while there are two equality constraints

for every arm in (4.3) (for x and y directions) and one nonholonomic constraint in

(4.6). So even with just one arm, there are enough equality constraints to uniquely

identify the base optimal position.

4.2 Autonomous Subtask Design

In this section, the reference signals in the control architecture described in Chap-

ter 3 are determined. On the master side, the master arm(s) joint space variables are

q̇m. On the slave side, q̇s includes the slave arm joint variables and the base motion
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variables (in case of a nonholonomic robot v and ω). It is clear that the slave mo-

bile manipulator is kinematically redundant. Two autonomous subtasks with shared

priority with the teleoperation task, introduced in Eq. (3.4), are designed. One deals

with the redundant DOM and controls the motion of the base and the other works in

parallel to the teleoperation and guides the manipulator (and in turn the operator)

to the optimal configuration.

The teleoperation reference commands are designed in Malysz (2011) with ẋdm

from Eq. (3.10) being represented in the master’s coordinate frame and ẋds from

Eq. (3.9) in RFF if using egocentric camera, or RPF if using bird’s eye view camera

(see Fig. 4.1). Using the robot attached frames solves the issue with the bounded and

unbounded workspace of the master and slave robots. The workspace of the slave

arm(s) becomes bounded in these coordinate frames which enables symmetric SMSS

teleoperation between master and slave arm(s). An alternative interpretation of this

coordinate frame selection is that the master robot is being moved with the mobile

robot, which effectively makes its workspace unbounded.

One autonomous subtask needs to be defined to resolve the redundancy of the

mobile manipulator and control the position of the base. Keeping in mind that the

reference command should be defined such that the base reaches the optimal position

in Tf seconds, the following controller is used to define the desired base velocities:

ωd =
∆θ

Tf
(4.10)

vd =


ωd ∆x

sin∆θ
if ∆θ 6= 0

∆x
Tf

if ∆θ = 0

(4.11)
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Note that (4.11) is obtained by combining (4.8) and (4.10). Using (4.10) and (4.11),

the following autonomous subtask reference command, ċb, is designed for the control

of the mobile base:

ċdb =

(
vd

ωd

)
(4.12)

Jcb =

[
0Nb×Ns INb

]
(4.13)

where Ns and Nb represent the total DOM of the slave manipulator and the base,

respectively.

Another autonomous subtask, ċff , is defined to give force feedback to operator and

guide him/her to the optimal arm configuration. Note that the force feedback should

not be too strong to interfere with the operator teleoperation task. This subtask

has shared weighted priority with the teleoperation task and its relative strength

can be controlled with the weighting matrix Wc (Malysz and Sirouspour, 2011b),

which affects J̄†sc. A proportional controller is used to define the reference signal for

the autonomous subtask which guides the arm (and effectively the operator) to the

optimal configuration, i.e.,

ċdff = Kff(q∗s − qs) (4.14)

where Kff is a positive scalar. Also, q∗s and qs are the optimal and current arm joint

variables, respectively. Note that these reference signals are already in the joint space,

therefore

Jcff =

[
INs×Ns 0Ns×Nb

]
(4.15)

Finally, concatenating (4.13) and (4.15) and also (4.12) and (4.14), J̄c and ˙̄cd from

Eq. (3.6) are obtained:
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˙̄cd =

(
ċdb
ċdff

)
, J̄c =

(
Jb
Jff

)
(4.16)

Fig. 4.2 shows an overview of the complete control architecture. As shown in this

block diagram, the optimization provides the desired manipulator joint configuration

and base movements. Using the result of the optimization, ˙̄cd and J̄c are calculated

and used in the general teleoperation control framework of Chapter 3 in order to move

the base autonomously and guide the manipulator towards the desired configuration.

Slave Position 
Feedback

Master and Slave 
Force Feedback

Optimization
Equations 

(4.12) to (4.15)
General 
Control 

Framework of 
Chapter 3

Master and Slave 
Robots

dc
cJ

Master Position 
Feedback

and, ,sq x   

Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the complete mobile manipulator controller.

4.3 Experimental Results

In this section, the results of two sets of experiments are presented. First plots of

position and force signals from a single operation of the robot are presented to show

the low-level behavior of the control system. Then the results of a human factors

study are given to compare operator performance using the proposed asymmetric

teleoperation controller with autonomous subtasks to that of a conventional controller.
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4.3.1 Control Experiment

The mobile manipulator used in the experiment is based on a Pioneer P3-DX mobile

platform with two custom-built 3 DOF robotic arms mounted on it (see Fig. 4.3a).

The Pioneer P3-DX has its own on-board velocity controller. The two arms are

kinematically similar to a Sensable Phantom and are equipped with Maxon RE-35

DC motors with optical encoders that have resolution of 20000 counts/rev. They

employ a capstan design to provide low friction, zero backlash and back-drivability.

On the master side, a Sensable Phantom and a Quanser Integrated Haptic Actuator

(IHA) were employed. The Phantom and IHA were equipped with ATI Mini40 and

Nano25 F/T sensors to measure the end effector forces, respectively. A fixed Sony

DFWVL500 digital camera provided visual feedback of the task. Also, the operator is

provided with a clutch to control whether the base can move or not. Fig. 4.3b shows

the master console with two haptic devices.

The real-time control code ran under Matlab RTW/Simulink with Quarc 2.0,

utilizing a custom interface between the API of the Pioneer P3-DX and Simulink.

The Quarc control software operated at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. The optimization

routine was run on a separate computer, using fmincon in MATLAB at a rate of more

than 20 Hz. The two computers communicated through the TCP/IP protocol. The

control parameters are given in Table 5.1.

Table 4.1: Control parameters. All units are in SI.
A 0.002 Ω 0.01 Λ 15 Σ 0.5
Kp I Kh I Kf I Kff 0.8
Tf 0.67 C 30π M 0.015 wc 0.15

The aim of the task was to demonstrate the robot’s ability to manoeuvre in a
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(a)

 

(b)

Figure 4.3: The experimental setup used for the control experiment. (a) The mobile
manipulator at its initial position in the task space. The task space coordinate frame
is demonstrated at the bottom left corner. (b) The master arms and the visual
feedback provided to the operator. Master coordinate frame is demonstrated at the
bottom.

workspace under the proposed control architecture. The task lasted 30 seconds and

the robot successfully moved according to the needs of the operator. Note that

the operator used the bird’s eye view camera in this task, hence the slave robot

related signals are represented in RPF. Fig. 4.4 demonstrates the position of the

arms controlled by the operator. The operator moves his arms back at the 7th second,

which causes the base to move back as demonstrated in Fig. 4.5. The operator then

moves his arms forward and to the right at the 12th second which causes the base to

move forward and turn clockwise as in Fig. 4.5. Note that the clutch associated with

the base movement is not active before the 7th second and after the 25th second,

hence there is no movement seen in Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.6 shows the forces sensed by the force sensors at the master side. This
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Figure 4.4: Position of master (represented in MF) and slave arms (represented in
RPF) in dashed colored and solid black lines, respectively. Blue, green, and red colors
represent x, y, and z components, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Translational and angular velocities of the mobile base in the control
experiment.
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figure shows how the base movement is reflected back to the operator through haptic

feedback. The most significant parts where the movement of the base has made the

operator insert extra force are marked with cyan circles. Finally, Fig. 4.7 displays the
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Figure 4.6: Operator input force profiles during the control experiment. Cyan cir-
cles highlight the parts where the autonomous subtask ċff has inserted considerable
amount of force to the operator. Blue, green, and red colors represent x, y, and z
components, respectively.

motion of the base during the task in the workspace. It has started from point [0, 0]

and moved back to [−0.29, 0.01], then has moved forward and turned right to reach

[−0.01,−0.17] and finally the task has ended with base being at [−0.02,−0.13].
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Figure 4.7: Trajectory of base movement in the workspace during the control exper-
iment.

4.3.2 Human Factors Experiments

The goal of this experiment was to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed control

architecture from a system usability perspective. To this end, the participants of the

experiment were asked to press two remote buttons in the workspace using the pro-

posed Optimization Based control architecture (OB) and a Conventional architecture

(C), in which a different master device is utilized to control the base movement. Both

these experiments were modified to be carried out using either an egocentric (EC)

viewpoint or a bird’s eye (BE) viewpoint, so each participant completed the task four

times. Fig. 4.8 shows a view of the task.

The experiment setup and control parameters were exactly the same as those

described in the previous subsection. The new device used to control the base inde-

pendently was a Quanser planar pantograph device with two translational and one

rotational degrees of freedom. The movement was restricted in one translational di-

rection and the remaining translational DOF and rotation were mapped to the base
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Figure 4.8: A bird’s eye view of the task-space in human factors experiment.

translational and angular velocities, respectively.

Fourteen (14) participants were recruited for the experiment. The participants

had little to no background in teleoperation and ranged between 22 to 29 years of

age. The performance measure used was task completion time (TCT). Given their

lack of experience in teleoperation, participants were shortly trained individually

prior to performing the task. The results of the experiment are presented in Fig. 4.9.

Statistical analysis was performed by the Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD)

test using a Repeated Measures ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) (Howell, 2004) with

a significance level of α = 0.05 for all cases. The statistical analysis indicated that

the operators using the proposed control architecture had significantly better task

completion time when using the EC camera (the protected t test result indicated a
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probability of P = 0.000242 for the null-hypothesis). In the BE viewpoint case, the

differences were not statistically significant.
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Figure 4.9: Test results of the volunteers performing the task using the proposed
Optimization Based control architecture (OB) and a Conventional control architec-
ture (C) while getting visual feedback through egocentric (EC) or bird’s eye (BE)
viewpoints. The arrows are the standard error of the mean (SEM).

Qualitatively, participants pointed out two major problems of the BE camera. One

is the lack of hand-eye coordination when the robot has turned and is not aligned

with the camera anymore and the other is poor visual feedback from the manipulation

task because the camera was located far from the robot and no zoom function was

provided. But on the other hand, most participants admitted that they were more

comfortable using the BE camera when they wanted to move the robot around the

field because they had a better sense of the whole environment. Since, the major

shortcomings of the BE viewpoint are related to the visual feedback, our control

approach could not improve the performance in this mode significantly. Another

possible explanation for why our proposed approach did not perform better under

this camera viewpoint is that the controller is more reliant on hand-eye coordination

which this viewpoint lacks.
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Chapter 5

Autonomous Viewpoint Planning

in Teleoperation of a Mobile Robot

In this chapter a new viewpoint planning controller is presented for the use in teleop-

eration of a mobile robot. First, attributes of a good viewpoint are defined. Based on

these attributes and operator’s commands via a natural interface (head tracking), a

constrained optimization problem is formulated to determine the best possible camera

configuration and trajectory in teleoperation of a mobile robot. Experimental results

that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed camera view planner are provided

in the last section of this chapter.

5.1 Attributes of a Good Viewpoint

Before formulating an optimization problem for finding an optimal viewpoint, one

needs to first establish the attributes of a desirable viewpoint in teleoperation. Obvi-

ously such viewpoint must cover all the points in the workspace which the operator
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might be interested in looking at during the task. After reviewing studies on eye fix-

ation locations during visuo-motor tasks, Hayhoe and Ballard (2005) concluded that

human eyes mostly fixate on task-specific points in the workspace. Furthermore in

their study of eye-hand coordination, Johansson et al. (2001) discovered that eyes fix-

ate on a particular point even before the hand reaches it. The results of these studies

underscore the importance of determining critical task-specific points that must be

included in the operators view of the workspace. Teleoperation tasks can be catego-

rized as navigation or manipulation type. A discussion of critical task-specific points

for each of these types of tasks and also other attributes of an optimal viewpoint

follows next.

5.1.1 Navigation Tasks

Based on the conclusions of the study in Johansson et al. (2001), it can be argued

that in navigation-type teleoperation tasks, at any point in time, the operator should

have a view of (i) the body of the robotic manipulator at the present time (ii) the

destination of robot in the near future, and (iii) any obstacle on the robot’s path from

its current location to its destination. These three requirements establish critical

points that must be included in the operators view in a navigation-type task. It

should be noted, however, that the requirement of including these critical points in

the operator’s view would not uniquely determine the camera position but rather

impose constraints on acceptable positions. Fig. 5.1 illustrates a generic scenario in

which several instances of camera configuration from an infinite solution space that

satisfy the requirement for inclusion of critical points are shown.
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Figure 5.1: Top view of the robot and seven possible camera configurations that would
cover critical points in the workspace. The solid rectangle represents the robot with
the arrow aligned with its current velocity. Estimated future position of the robot is
shown with the dashed rectangle. Seven valid camera configurations are represented
with solid blue triangles with the boundaries of their field of view shown as dashed
lines.

Human operators are naturally accustomed to navigation using an egocentric view-

point and studies have shown that such viewpoint is the most effective for local

navigation (Olmos et al., 2000; Hollands and Wickens, 1999; Chen et al., 2007). In

teleoperation, an egocentric viewpoint would place the camera on the remote robot.

The most intuitive camera orientation would be the one aligned with the robot head-

ing direction. Maximizing egocentricity is an important objective in our viewpoint

optimization approach. In this sense, Camera Position 3 would be preferable among

the potential solutions shown in the example of Fig. 5.1, if such position satisfies

the workspace/velocity limits of the camera positioning system. However in certain
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circumstances, such as when the robot is trapped or it attempts to move in a confined

space (Murphy et al., 2000), the operator may need to rotate the camera to look at a

different direction in the workspace. In the proposed approach in this thesis, the op-

erator would be able to rotate the camera using head movements tracked by a tracker

device. Details concerning the integration of these commands into the optimization

problem formulation will be presented in the next section.

As expressed in Chapter 2, ensuring that the visual feedback does not contain

unwanted vibrations is a vital part of any system with a moving camera. The proposed

optimization-based approach to camera positioning penalizes large camera movement

acceleration when finding an optimal configuration. Minimizing the acceleration of

the camera positioning system would reduce induced vibration in the video feed in

the first place. Image stabilization could further reduce these vibrations, if needed.

5.1.2 Manipulation Tasks

Critical points for manipulation tasks are: (i) the manipulator end-effector position

at current time, (ii) the manipulator end-effector position in near future, (iii) any

obstacle in the end-effector path from the current to the future position, and (iv) at

least part of the robot body so that the operator maintains a global spatial awareness.

Determining the best orientation for the camera in manipulation tasks is highly task-

dependent and should be left to the operator. In the proposed approach, the operator

guides the camera orientation using the head tracking device. Another objective is

to minimize the the distance of the camera from the tip(s) of the end effector(s)

to give the operator as large view of the task as possible. Similar to the case of

navigation task, the workspace/velocity limitations of the camera positioning system
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as well as the required acceleration to reach the desired configuration must be taken

into account in view planning. However, these considerations are less critical in a

manipulation task compared to navigation.

5.2 Optimization-based View Planning

In this section a constrained optimization problem is formulated that takes into ac-

count all the metrics discussed in the previous section. The body of the robot or

the manipulator end-effector could be modelled by a single or multiple points, de-

pending on its size and how important it is to see the whole body in the video feed.

Modelling of the robot by a single point could result in partial visual feedback from

the robot. On the other hand, modelling it by multiple points increases the number

of constraints and the complexity of the objective function, resulting in increased

computations. Throughout this thesis, the robot is modelled by a single point for

simplicity. Moreover, obstacles are represented by bounding spheres to simplify the

formulation of the constraints. Fig. 5.2 shows a schematic of the robot, camera sys-

tem and the obstacle and serves as a reference for defining variables in the problem

formulation. In this figure:

• Tm is the “camera planning horizon”. Due to velocity/acceleration limitations

of the camera platform, it is impossible to move to the optimal configuration

instantaneously; therefore the optimal configuration is determined for Tm sec-

onds in future. This would give the positioning system sufficient time to move

the camera to the optimal configuration.

• Tf > Tm is “robot future position horizon”. As mentioned in the previous
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section, the position of the robot in near future is considered an important point

that must be kept in the operator’s field of view. In this sense, the predicted

position of the robot in Tf > Tm seconds in future must be taken into account

in planning the viewpoint for Tm seconds in future.

• P0, P1 and P2 are the current, and estimated positions of the robot at Tm and

Tf seconds ahead, respectively.

• PI1 to PI3 are “internal points” at times TI1 to TI3 , respectively (TI1 < TI2 <

TI3 < Tm < Tf ), which are used to design a smooth trajectory for the camera

positioning system. The number of these internal points could vary from one

to any arbitrary number depending on the task and the value of Tm; however

for clarity of presentation only three points have been considered in the rest of

the chapter.

• Cs and rs are the centre and radius of an obstacle. In this particular example

only one obstacle is considered, but there is no limit on the number of obstacles

in general.

• Pc0 , PcI1 to PcI3 , and Pc are the current position of the camera, its positions

at the internal times TI1 to TI3 , and its final desired position at Tm in the 3D

space, respectively.

• The superscripts 1 and 2 for PcI1 to PcI3 and Pc differentiate two possible solu-

tions. These two solutions are compared later in this section.

• Vc and Vheading are unit vectors representing the orientation of the camera in

its optimal position, and the robot heading direction, respectively. Note that
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Vheading is defined for the robot Tm seconds into the future.

Based on the discussion in the previous section, in the absence of any constraints

and inputs from the head tracker, the ideal configuration for the camera would be

to reach position P1 with the orientation Vc aligned with the robot heading direction

Vheading after Tm seconds. In order to calculate P1, assuming constant translational (v)

and rotational velocity (ω) during the prediction horizon, one can write the following

for a planar mobile robot:

∆x =

∫ Tm

0

v cos(ωt) dt =
v

ω
sin(ωTm) (5.1)

∆y =

∫ Tm

0

v sin(ωt) dt =
v

ω
(1− cos(ωTm)) (5.2)

where ∆x and ∆y are displacements in x and y directions from 0 to Tm with respect

to the robot-attached coordinate frame at time 0, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Using (5.1)

and (5.2), one could predict the position of the robot at time Tm as

PW
1 = PW

0 +RW
R

v

ω


sin(ωTm)

1− cos(ωTm)

0

 (5.3)

where superscripts W and R indicate whether a variable is defined in the workspace

or robot coordinate frame. PW
0 and RW

R are the position and orientation of the robot

coordinate frame with respect to the workspace frame at time 0. PW
2 could also be

predicted from (5.3) by substituting Tm for Tf .
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Figure 5.2: Top view of a possible robot path and two sets of alternative camera
configurations and trajectories in a navigation task. An obstacle is shown by a black
circle. The solid grey rectangle represents the current position of the robot moving
on the curved blue line. The dashed, solid white, and dotted rectangles show the
estimated positions of the robot at the internal time steps, Tm, and Tf seconds,
respectively. The black filled triangle represents initial position of the camera. Solid
and dashed triangles show the optimal position of the camera and its trajectory
at internal time steps; the green and blue colours denote the possible solutions for
camera positioning. The dotted lines extending from the triangles are the boundaries
of the camera field of view. The robot and workspace coordinate frames are also
shown in red. In case of manipulation task, the rectangle represents the manipulator
end-effector.
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5.2.1 Head Tracker Inputs

The variables Ptask and Vtask are determined by the head tracker inputs, which are

interpreted as velocity commands. This is because the operator has to look at the

video feed on a fixed display and therefore cannot rotate or move his/her head very

much for too long. The block diagram in Fig. 5.3 shows how the input signals from

the head tracking device are modified. These inputs are categorized as rotational and

translational motion commands and are discussed separately below.

 

φℎ𝑡(𝑡) or ψℎ𝑡(𝑡) 

Figure 5.3: Inputs from the head tracker pass through a dead zone block first to
eliminate unintentional motion commands from the operator. The output of the dead
zone block is then integrated and capped at some maximum and minimum values.

Head Tracker Rotational Inputs: Since the camera rotation about its x axis (roll)

does not really change the viewpoint of the operator, it is not considered in this

work; however, if needed, this could be easily added to the proposed view planning

framework in the same way as the other two rotations (pitch and yaw). By default,

the camera’s desired pointing direction, Vtask, is equal to Vheading, but the operator
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can rotate this vector by rotating his/her head:

Vtask(t) =



RW
R Rz(φht(t))Ry(ψht(t))Vheading(t)

if rotation commands are initiated.

Vtask(t− 1) +Kbr (Vheading(t− 1)− Vtask(t− 1))

if rotation commands are NOT initiated in a navigation task.

Vtask(t− 1)

if rotation commands are NOT initiated in a manipulation task.

(5.4)

In the above equation, RW
R was already defined and φht(t) and ψht(t) are the

modified yaw and pitch inputs from the head tracker, respectively; Kbr < 1 is a

scaler. Note that Vheading is represented in the robot’s coordinate frame. The first

case in Eq. (5.4) shows how Vheading is rotated by the operator commands in the

robots’s coordinate frame and then is represented in the workspace frame. Note that

the operator can turn the desired orientation of the camera in both manipulation and

navigation tasks, but practical evidence shows that if the operator rotates the camera

during navigation to see a particular point, he/she has to spend some time rotating

back the camera to the default orientation once there is no more need to see that

particular point (Hughes and Lewis, 2005). In order to reduce the cognitive load on

the operator, the backward rotation is automatically carried out during navigation,

according to the second case in (5.4). When the operator does not initiate a rotation

command in a manipulation task, Vtask maintains its previous value according to the

third case in (5.4).

Head Tracker Translational Inputs: By default the camera’s desired position, Ptask,
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is equal to P1 as stated before. In manipulation tasks there might be a need to

move the camera around and inspect other areas. In the proposed approach, the

translational movements of the operator’s head can partially move Ptask, as illustrated

below:

Ptask = P1 +KtR
W
C


xht(t)

yht(t)

zht(t)

 (5.5)

where xht(t), yht(t), and zht(t) are the x, y, and z translations of the operator’s

head represented in the camera’s coordinate frame and are modified according to

Fig. 5.3. Kt is a scaler and RW
C is the rotation matrix between the workspace and

camera coordinate frames. Note that the modified inputs xht(t), yht(t), and zht(t)

are saturated so Ptask cannot move far away from P1. Moreover, this can only be

done during manipulation since moving the camera away from the robot could be too

dangerous while navigating.

5.2.2 Optimization Problem Formulation

The camera configuration is determined by solving the following optimization prob-

lem:

min
X

‖Pc − Ptask‖2 − ko cos(∠(Vc, Vtask))

+
m∑
j=1

kvjOBV(PIj , PcIj) +Ka

∫ Tm

0

‖a‖2 + ‖α‖2 dt (5.6)

subject to:

i LXγ ≤ Xγ ≤ UXγ
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ii |yci | ≤ tan(α
2
)xci

iii |zci | ≤ tan(β
2
)xci

iv |PcCsk |2 −
(PcPi.PcCsk )2

|PcPi|2
+ r2

sk
.(ũ(λ− 1) + ũ(−λ)) ≥ r2

sk

v ΓcIm − vm,Γ(Tm − TIm) ≤ Γc ≤ ΓcIm + vm,Γ(Tm − TIm)

vi ΓcI(j−1)
− vm,Γ(TIj − TIj−1

) ≤ ΓcIj ≤ ΓcI(j−1)
+ vm,Γ(TIj − TIj−1

)

vii Γc0 − vm,ΓTI1 ≤ ΓcI1 ≤ Γc0 + vm,ΓTI1

where

X = [xc, yc, zc, φc, ψc, xcIj , ycIj , zcIj , φcIj , ψcIj ]
T (5.7)

OBV(PI , PcI ) = ũ(m̃ax
k,j

(r2
sk
− (|PcICsk |2

− (PcIPI .PcICsk)
2

|PcIPI |2
+ r2

sk
.(ũ(λ− 1) + ũ(−λ)))

, |ycI | − tan(
α

2
)xcI , |zcI | − tan(

β

2
)xcI)) (5.8)

λ =
(PcPi.PcCsk)

|PcPi|2
(5.9)

Here i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,m], and k ∈ [1, l]; n, m, and l are the total number of

important points, internal time steps, and obstacles, respectively, and X is the vector

of the optimization variables defined in (5.7). Moreover, φc and ψc are the pan and

tilt orientation of the camera at time Tm; xc, yc, and zc are the coordinates of Pc; xcIj ,

ycIj , and zcIj are also defined similarly for PcIj . It should be noted that the number

of optimization variables depend on the number of internal points considered, e.g.,

choosing to have three internal points would yield 20 optimization variables. The

role of each term in the cost function and the constraints of the above optimization
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problem are discussed below

◦ Objective Function: The objective function is a weighted sum of multiple costs,

with the scalers ko, kvj , and ka determining the relative importance of each term.

Ideally the camera should be positioned at Ptask with its optical axis aligned with

Vtask. The first and second terms penalize the distance between the actual camera

position Pc and Ptask and the angle between the actual camera orientation Vc and Vtask,

respectively. The third term contains m terms in itself, utilizing OBV function which

is defined in (5.8). For any internal point, this function would take a value of one if

any obstacle is blocking the view of the operator, or the robot is not inside the field

of view, otherwise it is zero. The actual form of this function is derived using terms

similar to those used in Constraints ii to iv; investigating those constraints would help

the reader better understand how the OBV function is formulated. The notations ũ

and m̃ax are smooth approximations of the step and max functions, introduced to

facilitate solving the optimization problem. These approximations are given by:

ũ(x) =
1

2
+

1

π
arctan (M.x) where M � 1 (5.10)

m̃ax(x, y) =
xeMx + yeMy

eMx + eMy
where M � 1 (5.11)

The third term in the objective function is meant to encourage a camera path to

the final configuration in which the operator’s view of the robot is never blocked by

an obstacle. However, it is possible that at certain internal points the view is blocked,

but at the optimal camera configuration at Tm second the operator must be able to

see the robot; this is strictly enforced by the Constraints ii to iv. Furthermore, the

designer can decide whether it is more important for him/her to maintain the view in
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the early stages of the camera’s movement or the final stages by choosing appropriate

values for kvj .

The last term in the objective function is the integral of sum of the square of the

translational and rotational accelerations of the camera from the current time until it

reaches the desired configuration at Tm. Reducing these accelerations ensures smooth

vibration-free movement of the camera system. It should be noted that the internal

camera points are used to design a smooth trajectory for the camera to reach the

desired configuration at time Tm. Parabolic spline interpolation (De Boor, 1978) has

been used in this thesis to derive the camera trajectory based on the internal points,

as discussed in the Appendix. This interpolation is computationally inexpensive and

ensures first-order continuity at the internal points for a smooth camera movement.

Since the designed trajectory is fed into the low-level controller of the camera posi-

tioning system, second-order continuity is not necessary. The acceleration terms (a

and α) can be explicitly expressed as a function of time and the optimization variables

as shown in the appendix.

The two possible solutions presented in Fig. 5.2 demonstrate an example of a

trade off between the third and the fourth terms of the objective function. In the

first solution, the operator’s view is blocked by the obstacles at times TI2 and TI3 but

the movement of the camera, hence its acceleration is relatively small. Conversely

in the second solution, the operator’s view is never obscured but the camera has to

move very rapidly with high accelerations. One can expect that setting a high value

for ka would favour the first solution whereas setting large values for kvj would tend

to yield a solution close to the second case.
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An alternative formulation for the optimization problem would move the acceler-

ation related term from the objective function to the constraints. This way, it can be

guaranteed that the acceleration would never surpass a limit specified by the user.

◦ Constraint i: The first constraint expresses the workspace boundaries of the

camera positioning system. Xγ represents the γth element of X, also LXγ and UXγ

represent the lower and upper limits of the Xγ variable, respectively; these are the

workspace limits of the camera positioning system.

◦ Constraints ii and iii: These constraints must be written for every important

point. α and β stand for the camera’s horizontal and vertical angle of view, respec-

tively. xci , y
c
i , and zci are the corresponding coordinates of the ith important point

represented in the camera frame. Fig. 5.4 shows how these two constraints ensure

each important point are inside the camera’s field of view.
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Figure 5.4: 3D view of the camera image. The camera and the image are shown by
the blue pyramid and parallelogram, respectively.

◦ Constraint iv: This constraint ensures that the operator’s view of the important

points is not obscured by any obstacle; it must be written for every combination of

important points and obstacles.
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The variable λ is defined in (5.9) and represents the projection point of the centre

of sphere onto the line connecting the camera and the point of interest. A λ = 1

means that the projection falls exactly on the point of interest while λ = 0 means

it falls on the camera, i.e., PcPi ⊥ PcCsk . The formula in Constraint (iv) is ob-

tained from Held (1997) where a set of intersection tests are introduced. The test

in Held (1997) is between an infinite line and a sphere and does not include the

term r2
sk

(ũ(λ− 1) + ũ(−λ)). Since we are only interested in finding the intersection

between the line segment PcPi and the sphere, the last term is added in this thesis to

ensure that the constraint is satisfied when the line intersects with the sphere outside

the segment, i.e., λ > 1 or λ < 0. It is worth mentioning that |PcCsk |2 −
(PcPi.PcCsk )2

|PcPi|2

is a non-negative number, thus the constraint is always satisfied for λ > 1 or λ < 0.

◦ Constraints v to vii: These constraints guarantee that the camera positioning

system is capable of moving the camera to the desired configuration. Γ stands for

any of the variables x, y, z, φ, or ψ; vm,Γ is the maximum achievable velocity of the

camera positioning device in the Γ direction. These constraints must be written for

all the five DOF of the camera positioning system.

Similar to the one in Chapter 4, the optimization problem defined above is non-

linear and non-convex. Given the small size of the problem, it can be effectively

solved using SQP methods, although there is no guarantee that a global solution

would be found. A drawback of SQP algorithms is that they rely on the gradient of

the objective function and constraints. Hence, functions such as step and max had

to be approximated by smooth functions in (5.10) and (5.11). Using a large M in

these approximations would result in steep slopes that could slow down or prevent

the SQP algorithm convergence. To avoid this problem the optimization problem can
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be solved in multiple stages increasing the value of M gradually and using the result

of each stage as the starting point in the next stage.

Operator Head 
Movements

Robot Position and 
Velocity Feedback

Obstacles

Head 
Tracker Equations (5.4) 

and (5.5)

Optimization
Camera 

Controller

,task taskP V

Position Feedback

Camera Positioning 
System Limitations

( ), ( ), ( )c c ct y t z tx

( ), ( )c ct t 

Figure 5.5: Block diagram of the proposed camera viewpoint planner.

Fig. 5.5 shows the block diagram of the proposed camera viewpoint planner. To

ensure that the camera movements would not negatively impact the operators eye-

hand coordination in carrying out the bilateral teleoperation task, the coordinate

transformation between the master and slave robots coordinate frames must be ad-

justed accordingly. In the present work, the master coordinate frame always rotates

with the camera pan and tilt angles. To this end, the master robot position, velocity,

and force signals are passed through the following coordinate transformation:

TC =


cos(φ) −sin(φ) 0

sin(φ) cos(φ) 0

0 0 1



cos(ψ) 0 sin(ψ)

0 1 0

−sin(ψ) 0 cos(ψ)

 (5.12)

where φ and ψ are the current pan and tilt rotations of the camera. Also, every

signal sent to the master from the slave is transformed by T−1
C . The impact of this

compensation on the operators performance is investigated in the human factor study

presented in the last section of this chapter.
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5.2.3 Finding a Solution when the Original Problem Becomes

Infeasible

Here a solution is proposed to address situations in which the original optimization

problem would become infeasible. To this end, a challenging navigation scenario that

could give rise to such cases is investigated below.

Assume that the mobile robot is passing by an obstacle as shown in Fig. 5.6a

while the workspace limits of the camera positioning system prevent it from following

the robot around the obstacle. At some point, especially if the robot is moving fast,

it becomes impossible to see the two important points. The predicted position of

the robot both at “camera planning horizon”, P1, and at “robot future position”,

P2, as required by the original problem formulation. Following the tangent lines in

Fig. 5.6a, one could easily observe that for the camera to see P1, it has to move to

the left half of the camera positioning system workspace; meanwhile, P2 could only

be viewed from the right half side of the workspace. In such cases a feasible solution

to the optimization problem is found by excluding P2 from the group of important

points. It is reasonable to argue that seeing the robot at “camera planning horizon”

has priority than being able to see its future position. The camera position Pc in

Fig. 5.6a is a possible (not necessarily the optimal) solution after the omission of P2

from the list of important points.

Fig. 5.6b depicts the scenario as in Fig. 5.6a after Tm seconds. The camera has

moved to the optimal configuration of Fig. 5.6a and the robot is still moving on

its original path. P2 is still excluded from the optimization problem as decided in

the previous step. Since the robot is moving past the obstacle, at some point the

camera has to move to the right half of the workspace to catch up with the robot. As
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demonstrated in Fig. 5.6b, the velocity constraints of the camera positioning system

might prevent the camera from being able to see the robot at the camera planning

horizon; this would make the optimization problem infeasible due to Constraints v to

vii. In such cases, the problem is revised to grant extra time to the camera positioning

system to move to a desired configuration i.e. by doubling the value of Tm. If the

optimization problem is still infeasible, Tm could be further increased.

The methods described above should address infeasible cases of the original op-

timization problem. Obviously, the optimization problem must return to its original

form after such situation is resolved. In this thesis, the two cases discussed above are

considered as two stages of resolving infeasible scenarios. Once the problem becomes

infeasible, first P2 is excluded from the formulation and if the situation still persists

Tm would be increased until a feasible solution is found. The algorithm returns to the

pervious stage formulation as soon as it becomes feasible again. This ensures that

the optimization problem maintains its original form once the situation is resolved.

5.3 Experimental Results

In this section, the results of two sets of experiments with the proposed camera view

planning system in teleoperation of a mobile robot are presented. First, the basic

operation of the system is demonstrated by a set of graphs showing the trajectories

of the robot and the camera system in a single experiment. Then, the results of

a human factors study are given to compare the operator’s performance using the

proposed controller and two conventional methods for controlling camera viewpoint.
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Figure 5.6: Top view of a possible robot path in a challenging navigation task. The
internal points are not displayed to avoid confusion. The grey square represents the
current position of the robot moving on the blue line. The big dashed rectangle is
the boundary of the camera workspace; the obstacle is shown by a circle. (a) The
robot has just started going behind the obstacle. Solid and dotted squares show
the estimated positions of the robot after Tm and Tf seconds, respectively. The red
dotted lines are tangent to the obstacle indicating areas of the workspace in which
P1 or P2 view will be blocked by the obstacle. The green triangle and dotted lines
show a possible optimal position for the camera after excluding P2 from the list of
important points. (b) The robot continues its path past the obstacle. P2 is excluded
from the diagram because of the decision made in the earlier time step. The solid and
dashed squares show the estimated positions of the robot Tm and 2Tm seconds into
the future. The red dotted lines are tangent lines to the obstacle indicating the areas
of the workspace in which P1 is visible. The filled black triangle shows the current
position of the camera which was optimized in the earlier time step and the dashed
purple arc represents its maximum reachable workspace in Tm seconds. The green
triangle represents a possible solution after extending the camera planning horizon,
Tm, to 2Tm.
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5.3.1 System Operation Experiment

The experimental setup is similar to the one explained in Chapter 4. It consists of

a P3-DX mobile robot on the slave side and a Quanser 3-DOF planar pantograph

equipped with ATI Nano25 F/T sensor to measure the end effector force/torque on

the master side, shown in Fig. 5.7. A Sony DFW-VL500 digital camera is mounted on

a Directed Perception Pan-Tilt Unit D46-17 that is moved by a custom made planar

gantry system. The Pan-Tilt unit provides two rotational DOF (pitch and yaw) and

the gantry system adds two translational DOF (xW and yW in Fig. 5.7), yielding four

DOFs for the camera positioning system. The gantry system has a workspace of 90 cm

by 115 cm and is fixed at 90 cm above ground. A Microsoft Kinect for Windows tracks

the operators head movements (as discussed in Section 5.2.1) for the use as additional

commands to the viewpoint planner. Also, the operator is provided with two clutches;

one to control whether a navigation task or a manipulation task is being carried out

and another to distinguish whether the head movements are intentional commands to

planner, or merely unintentional natural motion. The teleoperation control is based

on the framework of Chapter 3. In the present work, this framework is utilized to

coordinate a 3-DOF master arm with a kinematically deficient nonholonomic mobile

robot. Fig. 5.7 shows the entire experimental setup.

The teleoperation and the gantry control systems run under Matlab RTW/Simulink

with Quarc 2.0 at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. The optimization runs on a separate

computer, using fmincon in MATLAB at a rate of 5 Hz, i.e., the optimal trajectory

of the camera is updated after it reaches the first internal point from the previous

trajectory. The two computers communicate through the TCP/IP protocol. Three

internal points are considered in the formulation of the optimization problem; the
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Figure 5.7: Top: The experimental setup. View of task field with the robot, camera,
gantry system, and the cylindrical obstacle. Coordinate frames of the workspace,
camera, and robot are shown in red, green, and blue, respectively. Bottom: The
operation station consisting of monitor display, Microsoft Kinect for Windows on top
of it, and Quanser planar pantograph.
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control parameters are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Control parameters. All units are in SI.
Tm Tf TI1 TI2 TI3 Kt Kbr

0.8 2.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.5 0.33
Ko Ka Kv1 Kv2 Kv3 α β
3 0.1 0.5 0.75 1 0.41 0.31

The experiment starts with the robot and the camera resting at [0.7 0.19]T and

[0 0.19]T , respectively. The movement of the base and camera are demonstrated

in the x − y plane in Fig. 5.8. Some important points in the experiment have time

stamps so that the reader can correspond them to Fig. 5.9 which shows the x and

y positions of the robot and camera with respect to time; the z components of the

positions are constant so they are omitted from the figures.

In the experiment, the operator first turns his head to the right to inspect the

wall next to the robot. Then, he turns his head back to the left to restore a forward

facing camera and start moving. These commands and their effect on the orientation

of the camera can be clearly seen in Fig. 5.10. Next, the operator moves the robot

forward and goes around the obstacle, which creates a situation similar to that of

Fig. 5.6b. The camera follows the robot smoothly until it is about to move behind

the obstacle at t = 28.5s. At this time, the original optimization problem becomes

infeasible and Tm is temporarily extended so that the camera can move to the other

side of the obstacle; the operator’s view of the robot is restored at t = 30s. Note

that the camera starts moving around the obstacle just before the view is about to be

blocked by the obstacle, which highlights the predictive nature of the controller. The

robot stops next to a new wall at t = 34s. The operator moves his head backward

and turns it up to get a better view of the wall at t = 38s. As shown in Fig. 5.9 and
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Figure 5.8: Movement of the robot and the camera in the x − y plane. Robot
and camera paths are depicted in dashed blue and solid green, respectively. The
orientation of the camera is also shown with red arrows at some important times.
The dashed rectangle is the boundary of the gantry system workspace and the dotted
red line shows that the robot is still visible at t = 28.5s.

Fig. 5.10, these commands result in the camera moving backward and upward from

t = 40s to t = 43s. The experiment ends at t = 45s.

5.3.2 Human Factors Experiments

The goal of the next set of experiments was to evaluate the effectiveness of the camera

view planner from a system usability perspective. The need for camera control and

viewpoint alteration mostly arises in tasks which involve substantial movements on

the slave side. Large robotic arms performing manipulation tasks and almost all

mobile robots performing navigation tasks fall into this category. The experiments in

this paper focused on a navigation task with a mobile robot. Fig. 5.11 shows the full
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Figure 5.9: Top: x and y coordinates of the robot with respect to time in solid blue
and dashed green. Middle: x and y coordinates of the camera with respect to time
in solid blue and dashed green. The solid circle demonstrates the fast movement of
camera to cross over the obstacle and the dashed circles highlight the effect of head
translational movements on the position of the camera. Bottom: The x component
of the modified head tracker translational input, xht(t) saturated at −0.5. The y and
z components are zero throughout the experiment, hence they are not shown.
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Figure 5.10: Pan and tilt rotations of the camera (top) and head tracker rotational
inputs (bottom). Pan and tilt rotations are depicted in solid blue and dashed green,
respectively. The circles highlight the effect of head tracker rotational inputs on the
orientation of the camera.

workspace of task as well as the workspace of the camera positioning system. First,

the participants were asked to maneuver the robot out of a very narrow corridor

only 48 cm wide. They were instructed to inspect the environment next to identify

the two numbers at the corner of the two passages, after which they were supposed

to navigate the robot through the passage (58 cm wide) with the higher number

and park the robot inside the green rectangle (60 cm long and 50 cm wide). The

numbers were placed randomly and the participants did not have direct view of the

field. Finally, each participant was required to report the number associated with

the parking space (the one inside the green rectangle). Considering the mobile robot

dimensions of 44.5 cm long and 38 cm wide, the task required navigation through
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confined spaces as well as full inspection of the environment. Note that because of

the obstacle in front of the two parking spaces, the numbers inside them were not

visible unless the camera was moved to the very corner of its workspace.

Figure 5.11: A bird’s eye view of the task-space in human factors experiment. The
computer case in the middle serves as an obstacle to occlude the view of the two
numbers inside the parking spaces.

The participants were asked to complete this task using five different viewpoint

controllers. The proposed automatic controller with Adjusted Frames (AF) for the

camera rotations in the teleoperation controller (see the discussion at the end of

Section 5.2.2) and with fixed frames (FF), a conventional manual controller using

extra joystick and knobs to position the camera wherever the operator desires, again

using adjusted or fixed frames, and finally an egocentric viewpoint using the fixed

camera on the robot instead of the bird’s eye view camera. Note that these different

controllers were presented to the participants in random order to cancel any order

bias.

The experiment setup and control parameters were exactly the same as those de-

scribed in the previous subsection. An extra Quanser 3-DOF planar pantograph was
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used for the manual viewpoint controller; the 2 translational DOF were mapped to

the movements of the gantry system and the rotational DOF was used to control the

pan rotation of the camera. Furthermore, an additional knob (potentiometer) was

mounted on the haptic device to let the operator control the tilt angle. Twelve (12)

participants volunteered for the experiment. The participants had little to no back-

ground in teleoperation and ranged between 23 to 27 years of age. The performance

measure used was TCT. The subjects were penalized for each collision with 30 sec-

onds added to their recorded time. Given their lack of experience in teleoperation,

participants were briefly trained individually prior to performing the task.

The results of the experiment are presented in Table 5.2 where the ± values

represent standard error of the mean. Fig. 5.12 also shows a diagram of the composite

scores achieved with each camera control method. Statistical analysis was performed

by the Fisher’s LSD test using a Repeated Measures ANOVA with a significance

level of α = 0.05 for all cases, which indicated significant difference between different

viewpoint controllers (probability of P = 6 × 10−7 for the null-hypothesis). The

analysis was followed by protected t tests. The first test revealed that adjusting the

mapping between master/slave coordinate frames to preserve eye-hand coordination

is significantly advantageous to using fixed frames (probability of P = 4 × 10−5

for the null-hypothesis). The next tests showed that the proposed view planner

yields a significantly better composite score compared to both manually controlled

(probability of P = 0.0036 for the null-hypothesis) and egocentric (probability of

P = 0.002 for the null-hypothesis) viewpoints.
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Table 5.2: Human factor experiment results.
Camera Control

Method
TCT (s)

Number of
collisions

Composite score

Automatic-AF 56.9± 5.9 0.08± 0.08 59.4± 6.6
Automatic-FF 80.2± 9.2 0.17± 0.1 85.2± 9.9

Manual-AF 88.7± 8.7 0.08± 0.08 91.2± 8
Manual-FF 124.3± 11.5 0.25± 0.18 131.8± 13.8
Egocentric 70.75± 5.9 0.75± 0.3 93.25± 12.9
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Figure 5.12: Test results of the volunteers performing the task using the proposed
automatic viewpoint controller, manual controller, and the egocentric camera. The
arrows are the standard error of the mean (SEM).

All participants expressed dissatisfaction with the FF control methods and men-

tioned that they required a great deal of mental activity to carry out the task. An-

other notable observation was that when using the manual control methods, most

participants tended to completely stop the teleoperation task in order to reposition

the camera. While such behaviour is expected in teleoperation tasks requiring both

hands, it is interesting to note that the teleoperation task of these experiments only

needed one hand. This observation suggests that the cognitive load of camera repo-

sitioning is sufficiently high to require operators full attention. Finally, the results

in Table 5.2 indicate that the number of collisions using the egocentric viewpoint
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was drastically higher compared to other methods. The reason for this is that the

operator cannot see the full body of the robot which makes navigation in confined

environments extremely hard.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis presented novel control approaches for autonomous control of subtasks in

a teleoperation system involving mobile robotic manipulators. The focus has been on

defining subtasks which are critical to the success of the teleoperation mission, but

they could also be carried out autonomously to abate the complexities of the overall

task from the operator’s perspective. Two common difficult problems in teleopera-

tion were investigated in which the subtasks were defined such that they reduce the

cognitive workload of the operator.

A semi-autonomous teleoperation controller was designed for a mobile manipu-

lator in which the arm end-effector(s) and mobile base need to be both controlled.

The proposed controller employed autonomous subtasks with shared priority with

teleoperation task in order to allow the operator mainly focus on the teleoperation

aspect of the task. A constrained optimization problem was formulated and solved

that utilizes the redundant DOM to position the arms and mobile base in a desired
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configuration. The results of the optimization guide the autonomous subtasks in

charge of internal configuration control. Experimental results showed that the pro-

posed controller performs as expected and significantly reduces task completion time

compared to the case when the operator has to control both the base and the arms,

under an ego-centric viewpoint.

In the second problem investigated, a solution was provided for autonomous con-

trol of camera viewpoint during teleoperation of mobile robots based on an optimal

model-predictive control philosophy. The proposed controller ensures that all impor-

tant points for the teleoperation are included in the video feed while the operator

can seamlessly rotate and/or move the camera with head motions, if needed. Motion

constraints of the camera positioning system and smoothness of camera trajectory

were taken into consideration for camera view planning. A constrained optimization

problem was formulated and solved which determines the best configuration for the

camera in a fixed time frame ahead and produces a trajectory for the camera to

smoothly reach that configuration. The proposed controller was implemented and

tested in teleoperation experiments with a mobile robot; the results indicated that

it performs as expected. The results also showed some of the key features of the

proposed controller such as its predictive nature, the mechanism by which it avoids

obstacles obscuring the video, how the head tracker commands are used as a natural

interface for the operator to control the camera, and how the controller deals with in-

feasible scenarios. Human factor studies were also conducted, which showed that the

proposed viewpoint controller is more user friendly compared to manually controlling

the camera position, since it imposes less cognitive load on the operator.
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6.2 Future Work

This thesis presented a novel approach to reduce the complexities of operating in

a teleoperation environment. While the results from the methods proposed in this

thesis are very encouraging, there are still unexplored possibilities that could lead

to further improvements. Some possible directions for future research are discussed

below.

• The two problems addressed in this thesis could be combined into a single

optimization problem. Unifying the two optimization problems into one would

give rise to interesting questions regarding the interaction between the robot

and the camera’s movement and its implications for problem formulation and

system performance.

• In the mobile manipulator control problem, the optimization problem could be

modified to include other objectives such as obstacle avoidance.

• The current work in the autonomous viewpoint planning relies on wheel odom-

etry to estimate the current position and velocity of the robot. It also assumes

that the positions of the obstacles in the workspace are known, or estimated

through a separate process. In future, image processing algorithms could be

integrated into this control framework so that the obstacles could be automat-

ically detected. Furthermore, using video processing and visual tracking could

increase the robustness of the controller to errors in wheel odometry, e.g. due

to the robot slipping on a surface.

• View planning controller could be further improved by considering moving ob-

stacles in the formulation. The current formulation involves only stationary
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objects.

• As the results of the human factor study in Chapter 4 revealed, ignoring the

zoom capability of a bird’s eye view camera could result in poor performance of

an operator using this viewpoint. In the viewpoint planning problem, the zoom-

ing feature of the camera system could also be integrated in the optimization

formulation. This could be especially helpful in situations where the workspace

of the camera positioning system is limited.

• One other interesting subject for future work is to consider robust optimiza-

tion/control in each case under uncertainty in the system models, e.g., in

robot/operator movements and also the location of the obstacles.
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Appendix A

Parabolic Spline Interpolation

The optimization problem formulation in (5.6) considers the x, y, z, φ, and ψ coor-

dinates of the internal camera positions (PcIj) as optimization variables. Using the

values of these variables during the optimization, the workspace trajectory planning

routine designs a trajectory for the camera at each iteration.

Using the parabolic spline interpolation method, the desired workspace trajectory

will consist of m+ 2 parabolic functions described below:

Γ(t) =


a0t

2 + b0t+ c0 for 0 < t ≤ ξ1

ajt
2 + bjt+ cj for ξj < t ≤ ξj+1, j ∈ [1,m]

am+1t
2 + bm+1t+ cm+1 for ξm+1 < t ≤ Tm

(A.1)
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where

ξ1 =
TI1
2

ξj =
TIj + TIj−1

2
for j ∈ [2,m]

ξm+1 =
TIm + Tm

2
(A.2)

Γ denotes any of the variables x, y, z, φ, or ψ. The above trajectory is designed for

each DOF of the camera separately. One can easily show that by writing down the

position and velocity continuity equations at ξ1 to ξm+1, the position equations at

times 0, TI1 , · · · , TIm , Tm, setting the initial velocity to current velocity read through

feedback, and setting the final velocity equal to 0, the 3× (m+ 2) coefficients of the

parabolic splines are uniquely specified. Arranging the above mentioned equations in
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matrix format, the following matrix equation is obtained:



0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

ξ2
1 ξ1 1 −ξ2

1 −ξ1 −1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

2ξ1 1 0 −2ξ1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 0 T 2
I1

TI1 1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 0 ξ2
2 ξ2 1 −ξ2

2 −ξ2 −1 0 · · · 0

0 0 0 2ξ2 1 0 −2ξ2 −1 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2
I2

TI2 1 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 T 2
m Tm 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 2Tm 1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

3(m+2)×3(m+2)



a0

b0

c0

a1

b1

c1

a2

b2

...

bm+1

cm+1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
3(m+2)×1

=



qc0

q̇c0

0

0

qcI1

0

0

qcI2
...

qc

0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

3(m+2)×1

(A.3)

where q is replaced by x, y, z, φ, or ψ for calculating the trajectory of each degree

of freedom of the camera positioning system. The first two lines are derived from

initial position and velocity constraints, the next three-line sets are the position and

velocity continuity constraints at ξj and position constraint at TIj , the final two

constraints indicate the final position and velocity. Note that as long as the time

intervals are constant, the square matrix on the left hand side is fixed and can be

inverted offline in order to calculate the parabolic splines coefficients based on the

optimization variables.
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